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I. Introduction 

Computer technology has developed rapidly since its initial use in engi
neering. The operation speed and storage capacity have significantly increased 
alongside with a drop of prices and sizes. Terminals directly connect the user 
with larger computers, or high-capacity microcomputers may be used at one's 
own working place. Digitalizers permit to input, beside numerical data, also 
graphic ones to the computer, yielding, in turn, also graphic outputs through 
plotters. The graphic display appliances are of especially great importance, 
offering the designer an interactive use of the computer with the possibility 
of direct data input and output. 

Also programming possibilities improved considerably. High-level pro
gramming languages, well adapted to technical terms, as 'well as problem-od
entedlanguages and program systems assisting the different specialities are now 
available. Random access backing stores called forth rapid handling of data 
bases and data banks containing a wealth of numerical and verbal data; special 
data management systems have been developed for them, just as methods for 
selecting optimum design variables. 

These possibilities have brought about a qualitative change in the use 
of computers for engineering design (including structural design). At the begin
ning, computers were applied only for some 'work-absorbing parts of calcula
tions, whereas today increasingly complex parts of the planning process are 
accessible to automation; thus "computer-aided design" or "automated design" 
ean be spoken of. The designer can direct the computer to work out numerous 
design alternatives and he may chose - partly by means of the computer -
the most suitable among them. The conception part of the design and the final 
decision are of course incumbent on man, but - especially in case of the above
mentioned interactive design - the computer may still be of great help also 
in this design phase. 

Computer-aided design may be especially efficient for the design of build
ings of precast units in system-huilding with specifications going into partic
ulars whcre C. A. D. may become suh-system of the system building design 
process. 
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2. Building System "B"V"M-TIP" 

In 1977 the Concrete and Reinforced Concrete W orb (BVl\:I) purchased 
the know-how of the Swedish firm AB STRANGBETONG; and on the basis 

of this the Institute for Design Development and System Design has developed 

Fig. 1. Single-storey frame system "BVM-TIP" 

a new, integrated building system "BVlVI-TIP". This system is suitable to erect 
single or multistorey r.c. framed buildings for industrial, agricultural, commer
cial or other uses. The frame system of the buildings consists of precast r.c. 
columns and precast, prestressed r.e. beams. The floors may be produced of 
either of three different kinds of prestressed 1".C. units: SPAN-DECK floor slabs, 
round-hole floor slabs type UF-MV or roof floor slabs with TT section. The 
fat;"ades can be formed of vertical (standing or suspended) or h~rizontal, heat 
insulated r.c. wall panels. 

The single-storey frames may be constructed "with or without a travelling 
crane, with large-span transversal girders or short longitudinal girders; latter 

with sloping girders and parallel-flange roof slabs (Fig. I) or with girders of 
constant height and sloping roof slabs. The structural model consists of columns 
fixed at the bottom and connected on the top 'with hinged beams. 

Variants of multi-storey buildings: the beams are supported on the columns 
by 1".c. cantilevers or concealed steel cantilevers (Fig. 2). The structural model 

is a chain of hinged bars: spatial stiffness of the building is provided by shear 
walls. 
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Fig. 2. JefuIti-storey frame system "BVM-TIP" 

On commission by the Institute for Design Development and System 
Design, a team of the Department of Strength of Materials and Structures, 
Technical University, Budapest, developed from 1977 to 1981 the intergrated 
computer system for the structural design of the above-mentioned building system. 
This program system is discussed in the following as a realized example of 
"computer-aided design". 

3. Purpose and tasks of the program system 

Purpose of the program system: a maximum of computer aid of the 
structural design of "BVM-TIP" framed buildings of optional ground plan 
and optional number of storeys, based on the simplest possible designer input. 
To this purpose the program system accomplishes the following tasks: 

Based on data given by the designer it produces the so-called internal 
image of the construction, i.e. it numbers the columns, distributes the 
floor slabs, disposes and numhers the floor heams. 
Traces on the plotter preliminary floor plans on which the designer can 
check the correctness of the input data and of the internal image. 
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Calculates the loads of the structural members (floor slabs, heams, 
columns, shear walls) and the design values of internal forces: produces 
combinations of design values of internal forces 8ignificant for checking the 
load-hearing capacity. 
Selects precast struc tural units (floor slabs, heams, column8) from the data 
hase of system components according to the designer's whishes so as to 
meet geonwtry, strength and deformation conditions. 
Prepares the schedule of system components. 
Traces on the plotter the floor plans for each storey, in t"WO pha5es (the 

column/he am plan and the floor slab layout plan). 

-t Possihilities and limits of nse 

The structural design of any building which can be eoni'trueted in the 
BVlVI-TIP system can he carried out with the 5tructural design program system 
("\\-ith a few exceptions). In the ease of 5ingle-storey buildings, the huilding may 
be with or "without a craneway, the ground plan can he of rectangular, L, T 
or I shape. In case of multi-storey buildings. they should fit a rectangular grid 

with optional ground plan and contour. The huilding may haye interior court
yards: floor holes and set-hack parts, and cantileyers as "well. The higher 
"toreys can be set back as compared to the 10"\l-er ones. Also the storey heights 
may be different. 

Any load occurring in practice may he defined on the structures. Beside 
the uniformly distributed floor loads, the loads due to fa\,ade cladding and 
crane loads, also loads distrihuted over any rectangular surface and linear or 
concentrated loads may he specified. The wind load needs not figure in the 
input as the computer takes it automatically into account, according to :;:tand
ard specifications. The effects due to temperature changes, shrinkage and 
placing inaccuracies are also automatically involved in the program. 

Limits of application of the program system are irrelevant in general to 
the design of a huilding in practice. Some limitations: the numher of storeys 
cannot exceed 10, and a maximum of 200 columns can be designed. 

5. The input system 

In developing the input system it has heen endeavoured to enahle the 
designer to specify the huilding and its loads with the smallel"t amount of 
input data and paper work possihle. On the nine different data sheets the data 

to be specified are divided into three principal groups: 
some general data concerning the building; 
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principal geometric data of the structural system (storey heights, column 
layout): 
loads acting on the building. 

Specification of the column system takes repetitIOn of column spacings 
into account. The system permits some columns to be omitted from the column 
grid and allows also application of columns outside the regular grid. In specify· 
ing the floor system only the load-bearing direction of each floor field has to 
he specified; slabs and beams are automatically distributed by the computer. 
Identification and numbering of each structural element are also automated. 

To check the input data, the program system presents several facilities: 
the line printer reprints the total input data set; 
the plotter produces preliminary floor plans showing the arrangement of 
all structural I1wmhers so as the computer clp,-elopcd the structural 
sy"tem based on the input data, indicating the automatic numbering of 
the members: 
the reading and processing programs carry out numerous checks on the 
.lata set: in case of enors or contradictions they give error messages. 

6. The ouqHlt system 

The output results supplied hy the program system appeal' partly on the 
line printer, partly as drawings proyided hy the plotter. In filling out the data 
sheets, the designer may make a choice among options, defining which kinds of 
output l'Psults enumerated helow he wants to he printed out or to he 
traced. 

6.1 Line printer output 

Outputs on the line printer are: 
input data reprinting; 
design yalues of internal forces of the system components and combina
tion of internal forces for each storey and member; 
results of member selection and schedules. n:Iember selection means that 
the program checks the load-bearing capacity of the structural members, 

with the dimensions specified hy the designer (using the load-bearing 
capacity data stored in the data hase). If the catalogue of the "BVnr
TIP" system pl'oyides the possihility, among members of identical geom
etry the computer choses the most economical reinforcement variant 
granting the member a safe load-hearing capacity, and prints out the 
system catalogue code of the memher complying ,dth the given geometry 
and strength requirements. The output indicates if there is no memher 
meeting the giyen geometry and strength conditions in the data hase of 
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Fig. 3. Prpliminary floor plan of a "ingle-stor<'Y building 
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the system, and possibly tries again the design with another member, 
with larger dimensions. :Member selection is carried out member-type-,vise 
(floor slab, beam, column) and storey by storey. Also schedule is made 

member-type-wise, at first storey by storey. then summing up each 
member type for the entire building. 

6.2 Plotter-traced plans 

Beside the mentioned preliminary floor plans traced by the plotter, the 
program system produces also phase floor plans, separately for the columns 
and heams, and sf~parately for the floor slabi'. The phase floor plans contain 
layout of the structural members, their codes according to the catalogue and 
the member schedule for the giypn storey. 

Remind that the graphical output is carried out parallel to the 
calculations, based on input data and on calculation outputs; thus no separate 
data specification is needed for the drawings. Preliminary floor plans of a 
single-storey and a multi-storey building are seen in Figs 3 and 4, respectively, 
layout of floor slabs of a multi-storey building is seen in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows 

layout of columns and heams for the same building. 

7. Some characteristics of the algorithm 

7.1 Structural model 

Structural models of the single-storey or multi-storey system variants 
were established according to principles in the catalogue of the building system, 
descriLed under 2. 

7.2 Loads 

The structural members arc exposed to both yertieal and lateral loads 
and effect;;:. Vertical loads arc due to uniformly clistribntedloads and to individ
ual floor loads, loads of the fa<;:ade wall units, and occasionally (for the single
storey yariant) to crane loads. The computer automatically calculates and takes 
into account the dead load of beams, girders and columns. 

Among lateral loads and effects the program system takes the following 
into consideration: 

wind load; 
braking and lateral forces of the crane; 
uneven distribution of .-ertieal loads: 
assemhly inaccuracies of the columns; 
effect of temperature changes: 
shrinkage of precast floor units. 
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Lateral loads and effects, in eompliance "with the appropriate standard 
specifications, are caleulated automatically by the program system. 

It has to he mentioned that "wind loads are more precisely calculated 
than in the usual manual methods becau5e the pos5ible oblique wind directions 
are also considered: it has been proyed that - according to the standard in 
virtue - critical wind loads arc exactly those due to winds including an ohlique 
angle "with the longit udinal axis of the building. 

7.3 Analysis of structures 

The program ~ystem reckons with the most unfayolll'able arrangement of 
load5 and internal forces. and dw load factors admitted hy the standard. and 
bases the analysif' 011 them. Analysis is carried out to pH'pare both the limit 

state de5ign and sPl'yiccability limit state de5ign of members. For floor slabs 
the total loads are significant: the program proces5e5 of them the design ,-alues 
of shear forces and bending moments. a" well a" from the basic yalues of the 
loads the sPl'vicpahility limit state moment lleecssary for testing the crack 
width. 

F or floor beams, in every cross section Cl'itical for the position of the 
prestressing tendons, the program determines: 

maximum yalues of the positiye and negative bending moments 'with the 
respective shear force and torsional moment: 
maximum yalues of the positiye and negative shear forces with the re

spectiye l)('nding and torsional moment: 
maximum values of the positiye and negative torsional moment with 
the respective bending moment and shear force. 
For columns, ,-ertical loads may result in six combinations of critical 

internal forces for each storey: 

1. lYmax -with the respectiYe JIx and Jt .. 
2. J:Jxl11ax with the respectiYe J:J"j and !V 

3. - J:J xmax with the respective J:Jy and .:.V 

4. -;- J:Jymax "ith the respective J1x and N 

5. -Jlyl11ax with the respective JIx and N 

with the re5pectiYe J1x and NO'. 

For columns of singie-storey buildings, beside the internal forces above. 
also lateral forces and effects have to be taken into account. 

The program has heen prepared to process, after thorough tests, the 
internal forces from the eight arrangements of loads, according to the following 
table: 
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Dead 
From trHvding cran(-;-: 

5imultant:ou;o'int .. rnal 
Empha;:;izt·d Suo,"'-

fOTl':f':' load 
ImilJing: column 

Tempcra-
Wind turc, 

shrinkage 

1. ::\max, -'I Rnow max IX Inax IX max max IX max rx. max 
2. Xmax, -'1 crane 111UX max max IX max IX max 0:. max 
3. ::\. 1fmax crane max max int IX max IX lnax 0:. max 
L ::\; Mmax wind max IX max IX int IX max lnax IX max 
5. :'\,1Imax tenlp. Inax. max int IX max 0:. nlUX Inax 
6. :'\min. -'1 cranE' min IUUX IX max rx. max 
- ::\ min: -'1 wind min IX nlUX ,. Inax IX max 
3. ""min. ::11 temp. min IX max IX max max 

In the table :z is the simultaneity factor and "int" the intermediate value 
of the cranp load where the column is unilaterally loaded by a traveling crane. 

If there is no crane in the huilding, combinations 2, 3, and 6 are omitted. 
Lateral loads and effects may act in different bending planes. Thus the 

eight dangerous directions of the 'wind loads involve eight bending planes; the 
positive and negative deformations of the floor slab (due to temperature varia
tions and shrinkage) giye t-wo more hending planes for each column independ
ent of the previous ones. The crane hraking force, the lateral force and the 
torsional moment acting on the floor slab indicate six dangerous directions -
whereas the braking force and the lateral force acting on each column signify 
further six ones. Among the above described cases the program determines 
for each column, in all the eight combinations of forces, an axial load and two
way values .:vlx and .'vly helonging to the 22 bending planes simultaneously 

® 
7f __________ ~1~2~.~OO~ ________ ~----------~1~2~.O~O~------~ 

I I 

B.\r-+-~(@+1' f-1--'.llHP---\@-++-t~HP---\~-++-t: EJ-!l'-HP-_--+~-I#"f-9 ,-"-MP_ 

Fig. 7. Ranges of loading of the columns of" single-storey building 
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possible (for each column at most 8 axial loads and 352 bending moment C0111-

ponents). Th(·s,· constitute the ranges of loading of the columns. Ranges of 
loading of a single-storey building tract'd by the plotter are sho,m in Fig. 7. 

The program distributes the latc-raJ forces ]wtwppn columns in proportion 
to their !"<,condary stiffnesses. 

For column::: of lIlulti-storey buildings the maximum and minimuIll valuc::: 
of the axial load. transmitted from the upper storeys, have to be superimposed 
to the 6 combinations of internal forces at cach storey. For these columns 

altogether 30 arrangements of loads must he considered. 
The increment of eccentricity spccified in the standard is taken auto

matically into account hy the program system for both sorts of columns. 
The lateral fore("s acting on the totality of shear 1('(1[[S are calculated by 

considering eight diffPl'nlt wind load din:ctions and for each orw two kinds oj 

unfavourahle column inclination; also vertical loads on each wall are calculated. 
The latcral forces arc distributed hetween walls, anll t1w internal forces deter
mined by a program cleveloped in a design office and joining the program sys
tpm of our Department. 

7.4 Member selectioll and design 

A structural design program system becomes a real help in design, when 
beyond the analysis (i.e. determination of internal forces) - it also per

forms the design of structural components. In an industrializcd system. in case 
of huildings to lw erected of precast members, dinwnsiolling is replaced by se
lecting the proper members from a catalogue. This eould he done by checking 
",-ery system component meeting the giyen geometrical conditions in ultimate 
and seryiceability limit states and choosing the economically most suitable 
member. However - to save computer time it seemed more practical to 
store limit yalues of load bearing, crack width and deformation in the data 

base set up preyiously on the magnetic disc of the computt·r, and to accomplish 
the selection based on these limit values. 

In the case of r.c. structures the building up of the data hasp requires 
special considerations, because the limit yalnes are interdependent. 

In case of heams the bending moment-torsional moment and the shear 
force-torsional moment, in case of columns the axial load and the two kin ch 
of bending moments haye to be considered together. Therefore tlw aboye limit 
values cannot he stored separately, but only coupled in form of so-called ranges 
of load-bearing capacity: checking is carripd out by comparing the ranges of 
loading and load-hearing capacity. 

Figure 8 shows diagrams for relationships of load-bearing data for a prf'
stressed beam. In Fig. 9 tlw ranges of load-bearing capacity of a r.c. column 
have heen plotted, i.e. the limit yalues of the two-way hending moments belong-
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- 30. JC 

Fig. 9. Rall~t'~ ()f luad-hearillg capLlr-jty nf a 1'.1', cnlUIllll 

ing Lu the axial loads. Both diagram" have het'll iraced a 

ha~ed on ~('pal'a te prog:ralll~. Similar figures for all unlt8 ill the huilding S'ys tem 

have been compiled in a manual for designers who for ~ome reason eanl10t make 

u:,,' of the program svstem. 

8. Strnctnre and n~e of the progralu 

The program system 1185 heen developed for the Hllllgariau-m,ule mini
eomputer R-lO of the Institute for Design Development and Sy~tem. Design. 
The core ~ton' capacity of the computer i~ 64 khytcs: two magIH:tic di~c hack· 
ground store", of 2, ;) ::'IIhytes and two magnetic tape units are anaehed to it. 
T1H' computer is off-linc conneeted with a plottpl' t~'I)(' CALCO~IP 9::\6'925. 

Structure of the program ;:ystem wa" rletel'lnined by the eharacteTisties 

of th.· rompnter with a relativdy small ~torag(' eaparity. 1'1w "y~tem consist;; 
of 11 main programs, running one after 111<' otllPr: onl;.- ont' main program 

being at a time ill th(· operatiYe memor~·. 1'hi", ,"ystelll is a facility to store 
the joh eontrlll statempnt:3 on magnetic di,,!, and to actiYate the program 
system by meam' of a single job control card. 

The programs, the 5tore of load-hearing data uf the preea;:t memher;:. as 
,\-ell as thp input and t ]1(' intermediate data library of the huilding under 
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de;:ign are :'tored in magllPtic disc files. }Iagnctic tapes are used only for record

ing data of the graphic mat!'rial. Schpmatic flowchart and data flow set-up 
are 8hown in Fig. 10. 

Sincl' S"ptember 1981 tlw In:" tit ute for Design Dcyelopment and System 
Design has lteen llo-illg eontinllon~ly the program system. ep to now about 30, 
mOi3tly really eOllE'trncted JJUildingi' haY,", be{>n processed. 

The Departn1(>ll t und the ahoyp-men tioned Instit utt: cooperate in trans

mitting th" program ~ySi(,lll to the new Hungarian computer R-Il having 
a higher capaeity and a time sharing system. This computer has a core store 

capacity of "718 kh'df''' Kith four ,)0 \fhyU's l11<lgIlf'tic disc hacking stores. 

Recc >".;:''....: :c::' ::: 

Fig. 10. S .. helllati .. flowchart and data flow of the program system 
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The higher capacity permits to increase the volumes of the computed structures. 
On the computer R-ll the program system ,,-ill also be run interactively treat
ed from terminals, again:;:t the batch sv:;:tem used till no,\'. 

Summary 

Rapid developmellt of computer technology mad,' it po""ihl" to replace some computer 
calculations in engineering de,.ign ,,-ark by comprehcll,ivc comJllltf·r-aidcd design or automated 
design systems illustrated here on a realized example. B,,,'cd Oil the know-how of the Swedish 
firm AB STRA1"GBETO::\G, the Concrete and Reinforced Concrete ";Corks and the Institute 
for Design Development and Systelll Design developed the BV:\I-TIP r.c. framework building 
system. A team of the Department of Strength of 'Ifatt'rials and Structures of the Technical 
University, BudallPst developed a sub-"ystem for the computer-aided structural design. The 
computer system reqnir,·" relatiydy rew input data to do the complete structural analysis 
and design of single- or IllUlti-,;torey building:, ill th .. BV'II-TIP system of any kind of 
ground pian. It choses from the data hase th .. "y,tem components coping with geometry 
conditions and safety condii i011s ill ultimate and scn iceabilit y limit states. It traces fll)or 
plans on plotter and prepares the Sdlt'dll1e of th" strnctural members. 

Senior Assistant Tamas LAKI, H-152L Budape:3t 




